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How do DLT compare with today's Infrastructure?
Centralized vs. Distributed Ledger Technologies
Centralized Ledger

Bank

Distributed Ledger

Bank

•

Trusted agents (banks and clearing agents) in the network
maintain and update ledgers which track ownership of assets

•

A network of interconnected computers collectively manages
a single ledger which tracks ownership of digital assets

•

The ledgers are not directly integrated or standardized in a
technical sense

•

The ledger is public, but everyone uses pseudonyms

•

Ledgers are strictly confidential

•

Participants are incentivized to maintain and update the
ledger and everyone can become a maintainer

•

Trusted agents prevent double spending

•

The network uses a single protocol to maintain the ledger

•

Trusted agents move the funds through numerous hops, each
hop introducing a nominal fee per transaction, counterparty
risk and settlement delays

•

Loosing a maintainer has a minimal impact on the network

•

Double-spending problem solved without central agents

•

Introduces a new fee scheme with a potential to reduce
many of the fees and underlying counterparty risk
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Five Core Features of Distributed Ledger Technology
1

2

3
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Distributed database

Information is shared among all participants of
the network and is verifiable by all (authorized)
nodes

Peer-to-Peer network

Communication and information sharing takes
place on a P2P basis without the inclusion of a
central authority or third party server

Cryptography

Asymmetric cryptography and digital signatures
ensure the validity of information and grant
direct control over assets

Immutability

Hash trees and cryptographic puzzles make the
alteration on past information computationally
impossible

Smart Contracts

Any type of business logic can be implemented
with self-executing, fully autonomous scripts that
are capable of taking control of assets
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How does the Blockchain work?
Transaction on the Bitcoin network at a glance
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Source: http://www.businessinsider.com/bitcoin-economy-infographic-2014-2?IR=T,

Evolution through Smart Contracts
Not only money is a Smart Contract
Outline of Features
•

For use with any asset/asset class

•

Programmable Contracts, multiple counterparties

•

Self-execute, self-enforce, self-verify, and self-constrain

•

Triggered events from agreed information providers

•

Network of nodes providing distributed infrastructure

Core Benefits
•

Transaction record through entire lifecycle

•

Distributed, P2P Actions, no intermediaries

•

Massive reduction in speed/cost of processing

•

Secure through network validation

Future Opportunities
•

Large efficiencies in middle/Back-office

•

Automatic execution, settlement and payment

•

Risk Management (Counterparty, Macro events, etc.)

•

New revenue lines/roles

•

Reduced Regulatory Reporting
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Concept of Distributed Transaction Banking
Metacoin platforms and Smart Contracts enable programmable economy
• New technology developments split distributed ledger from crypto-currencies to
track assets other than currencies and turn inert tokens into smart tokens or smart
contracts to enable complex business logic execution over distributed networks
• Distributed Transaction Banking uses a metacoin platform to enable peer-to-peer
value exchange between entities sharing a distributed general ledger
• A metacoin platform may have three primary components:
– The distributed general ledger: the medium of exchange and value storage
– The metacoin: a token representing an asset
– The scripting language: the transaction language protocol
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Sources: Gartner, Metacoin Platforms Will Transform Transaction Banking Payments Services

Hypothetical DLT-enabled Business Models
Emergence of new business models based on DLT features
Provenance
Real-Time Transaction
Distributed (P2P)

Smart
Contracts

Regulatory Inclusive
New
business
models

New Cash Products

Programmable
Self-executable
Immutable code

Distributed
Ledger

Distributed
Ledger
Immutable record
Consensus mechanism
Distributed data
Cryptographic keys
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Potential Impact of DLT for Financial Services
Applications with potential for transformation
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Source: http://www.raconteur.net/business/the-future-of-blockchain-in-8-charts

Estimated DLT Adoption Timeline
Progression from proof-of-concept to adoption
2015

2016 - 2017

2018 - 2024

2025

Exploration & Development

Early Adoption

Growth

Maturity

• Initial capability and use-case
assessments

• Leading banks, see the value
and begin deployments for
asset classes bilaterally
traded and/or have no
central clearing authority

• Banks begin to see the
benefits experienced by early
adopters and, combined
with regulatory guidance
and certainty, the network
effect takes hold

• Blockchain adoption is
considered mainstream and
integral to the capital
markets ecosystem

• Early adoption likely for
internal reconciliation

• Regulatory certainty drives
adoption for external uses
• Regulatory authorities realize
the benefits for auditing and
compliance; rule-making
begins

• New service providers and
models emerge
• Deployments go viral across
numerous asset classes
• New products/services are
created; incumbent
processes/services are
discarded

'Year of the Hype'
'Year of the PoC'
'Year of the Pilot'
Production Cases
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Source: http://www.raconteur.net/business/the-future-of-blockchain-in-8-charts

A DLT-based Capital Markets System
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Sources: Euroclear and Oliver Wyman,
Blockchain in Capital Markets

Smart Bond on Distributed Ledger
Self-executable security
Traditional Bonds

Smart Bonds on Blockchain

Issuance
Issuer

Blockchain

Investment
Bank | Broker

Investor

Issuer

Investor

Smart Bond

Central Bank

Regulator
Clearing & Settlement

Regulator
CCP | CSD | Custodian
CSD = Central Securities Depositary; CCP = Central Counter Party Clearing House

• Intermediaries settle DVP issuer to investor novated
trades, conduct multilateral netting, manage collateral
and report back to regulators and clients

= signing key & blockchain address

• Smart bond autonomously escrows trades, keeps
immutable ledger of owners, auto pays coupons and
maturity
• Full transaction history available to participants in real
time
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Smart Wallet and IoT Devices
IoT wallet for authorization and management of micro-transactions
Internet of Things challenge
Growth of IoT connected devices (ranging from consumer objects to industrial equipment) is creating a major shift in industry business models
based on product provisioning to business models focused on complementary service offering and profit sharing. These devices will autonomously transact data and money, poising new challenges to around:
• Ownership and access control
• Rights management / delegation
• Payment authorization

TOLL

PARKING

CAR
SHARING

CHARGING

DISCHARGING

Blockchain based e-Wallet for IoT devices
Blockchain technology could provide a suitable technology solution to
develop a transaction platform for connected devices allowing users to:
• Authenticate and control all their connected devices
• Authorize their devices to "consume" personal data and funds
• Define rules enabling their devices to transact with service providers
• Securely share their devices with other users
Concept for future mobility
Connected and autonomous cars are a use case for an IoT e-Wallet
which allows the owner of an electric car to:
• Identify the car and associate it with the owner's transactional account
• Authorize the car to spend and assign a spend allowance
• Authorize the car to transact with specific service providers
• Delegate access and authorization to the car to transact with other users
(e.g. collect funds for discharged electricity, rental use of car, etc.)

BUSINESS
TRANSACTIONS

TECHNICAL
TRANSACTIONS
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Smart grid

Blockchain
New technologies

Digitization

Renewable energies
Micro billing / rewarding

Resilience
Convenience

IoT

Load Balancing

Instant

Smart meters

Interoperability

Distributed
Network
REGULATIONS
Real-time

Decentralized production

Integration

Control

Power walls

Secure

7 / 24

Redundancy

Mobile

Smartphones

Value chain

BIG DATA

Prosumer Cybersecurity

Disruption

Trading

Distributed and self-organizing Power Networks

New customer behaviors
Self-organization
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Distributed Smart Grid
Blockchain with IoT enables negotiation of distributed power transactions
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Source: Goldman Sachs Group, Blockchain – Putting theory into practice

Next Steps
•1

Get informed on Distributed Ledger Technologies

•2

Model outlook for Smart Grid / Distributed Power Network

•3

Think business model in a distributed network
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